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Some Definitions

● Policy - a state-action mapping, state is the agent’s idea of the world

● Stationary - unchanging

● Stochastic - having a random probability distribution or pattern

● Expert - some manner of active guidance



Imitation Learning
Learner needs to be able to predict future sequences shown by the expert

If learner’s prediction affects future, it may be put into unencountered states 

This may cause accumulating mistakes



Traditional Supervised Approach to Imitation
Change in distribution is ignored

Single stationary policy is trained 

Policy performs well under distribution of states encountered by the expert



Preceding Algorithms
The following are algorithms upon which this 
algorithm is iteratively built:

● Search based learning algorithm (SEARN)

● Forward training

● Stochastic Mixing Iterative Learning (SMILe)



Forward Training algorithm
Trains a non-stationary policy iteratively

Each policy is trained on states induced by previous policies

This algorithm is impractical when there’s a large number of iterations meaning it 
cannot be applied to real-world applications



Stochastic Mixing Iterative Learning (SMILe)
In principle similar to forward training algorithm

A stochastic policy is trained over the iterations

Policy is updated from previous policies



Dataset Aggregation Algorithm (DAgger)
Initially:

● Expert’s policy is used to gather a dataset of trajectories

Iteratively:

● New policy is trained that best mimics existing 
trajectories

● New policy is used to collect more trajectories, which are 
added to the dataset



DAgger



DAgger
DAgger collects a dataset at each iteration under the current policy 

The next policy is trained under the aggregate of all collected datasets.

Follow-The-Leader algorithm, best policy is picked in hindsight



DAgger Theoretical Analysis
Imitation learning is reduced to no-regret online learning

Regret - knowledge of a better action choice that could have been taken

No-regret algorithms guarantee policy which has good performance guarantees 
under its own distribution of states 



Online Learning
Online learning algorithm must iteratively provide i-th policy and its loss

This produces a sequence of policies and loss functions



No Regret Algorithm
A no-regret algorithm produces a sequence of policies such that the average 
regret with respect to the best policy in hindsight approaches 0 asymptotically

Can be used to find a policy which has good performance guarantees under its 
own distribution of states in the imitation learning setting



Experiments
The efficacy and scalability of DAgger is demonstrated by applying it to two 
imitation learning problems:

● Super Tux Kart
● Super Mario Bros.

Additionally its efficacy was demonstrated on a sequence labeling task:

● Handwriting recognition



Super Tux Kart
Super Tux Kart is a 3D racing 
game similar to the popular 
Mario Kart.

Performances are compared 
on a specific race track.

The kart can fall off the track.



Super Tux Kart
Human expert provides correct steering demonstration in the form of analog 
joystick value in [-1, 1]

Linear controllers are used as the base learner that update the steering

Input is the original 800x600 image resized to 25x19, output is found by 
minimizing a ridge regression objective



Super Tux Kart
The algorithm performances are measured in terms of the average number of falls 
per lap

DAgger algorithm is compared to the SMILe algorithm and a baseline supervised 
learning.

First two methods are run for 20 iterations with one lap of training used per 
iteration





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V00npNnWzSU


Super Mario Bros
Popular 2D platformer

Played using a simulator

The expert is a near-optimal 
planning algorithm



Super Mario Bros
Action consists of “what buttons are pressed”

4 independent linear SVM as the base learners

Total of 27152 binary features



Super Mario Bros
Distance as the measure of success

More data is not always better





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anOI0xZ3kGM


Handwriting Recognition
DAgger’s efficacy is demonstrated on a structured prediction problem

Task is to recognize handwritten words given a sequence of letters

Dataset of about 6600 words (52000 characters) is used for 10-fold training

Learner performance was measured in terms of character accuracy on test folds.





Handwriting Recognition
Words are predicted by predicting each character in sequence from left to right

A linear multiclass SVM is used as the learner

DAgger is compared to SEARN and SMILe algorithms in addition to two baseline 
methods





Future work
Inverse Optimal Control techniques to learn a cost function for a planner to aid 
prediction



Thank you for listening!


